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Hello!

Thank you for joining us for our Board 101 video presentation.

We planned on presenting this class at our annual Trade Show but due to the Covid 19 pandemic, 
we opted to record this video. 

 While we would have preferred to see you in person, 
your safety and that of our vendor partners and CAMCO team are our number one priority. 

I would like to take a moment to thank our vendors who have partnered with CAMCO to underwrite 
the costs of the video production and donation to the American Cancer Society.
Together we have raised over $5000 for the Power in Purple and Real Men Wear Pink Campaigns.   
Our sponsors names and contact information are listed at the back of the handout.

The Board 101 video is broken into four sections and is presented by our CAMCO team members.  

Section 1.  Cyndi Koester will present Roles and Responsibilities

Section 2.  Mozell Williams will present Governance

Section 3. Yvette Sauceda will present Financials 

Section. 4. Christine Greengrass will present Meetings, Maintenance and Committees

I would encourage you to write down any questions you may have on the notes page in your handout 
and email them to education@camconevada.com Please reference the section for each question.

As part of our commitment to you our valued client, we plan on producing more educational videos 
and have them available on our website.

Stay well and I hope to see you in person in the very near future. 

Warm Regards,

Joel Just
President, CEO
CAMCO Homeowners Association Management 
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SECTION ONE

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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CAMCO’S GOAL
Our goal is to ensure the highest 
level of professional service to 

our clients.  

(We accomplish this through 
routine evaluations of our 
organization and our work 

performance.)
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What does the management company do? 

ØAccounting function, such as, process payments, 
process invoices for payment, and reconcile bank 
statements.

ØAssures all corporate legal filings are maintained.
ØEnforcement of the governing documents of the 

community.
ØActs as a liaison between the homeowners and the 

board.
ØProvides knowledge and experience.
ØProvides recommendations  of vendors who are 

experienced in working with associations.
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What to expect from your manager?

ØHelp to enforce the CC&R’s within the association.
ØReview invoices for accuracy.
ØPrepare notices and board packages for board meetings.
ØTake minutes for the meetings.
ØFacilitate action of the board.
Ø Inspect the common area for maintenance needs and vendor 

performance.
ØCreate newsletter.
ØObtain sealed proposals.
ØFacilitate maintenance projects on common areas.
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EMERGENCY 
Ø Emergency is defined as fire, flood, or

access in or out of the community is
blocked.

Ø Call 911 for life threatening emergencies
first. Follow-up with CAMCO after
appropriate responders have been
notified.

Ø An on-call manager is provided after
business hours, 7 days a week, 24 hours
a day.
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The association is governed and administered by the 
board of directors.  Also referred to as the executive 
board. 
ØBoard members are elected by the membership 

(homeowners) at the election meeting.
ØHomeowners elect the board members.  The board 

members elect the officers. 
ØAll board members have equal voting power.
ØEnforce the governing documents the same amongst 

all owners to avoid selective enforcement.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
A typical board is made up of:
• President – Acts as CEO of corporation.
• Vice President – Acts on behalf of the president
when the president is unable to act.

• Secretary – Responsible to maintain the records of
the corporation (but can then delegate the duties to
the management company).

• Treasurer – Responsible for the finances of the
corporation (but can then delegate the duties to the
management company).

• Director – Has no direct tasks other than voting on
the business of the corporation.
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BOARD OF DIRECTOR TASKS 

HOA boards oversee and help maintain association 
funds, assets, and operations of a non-profit 
corporation.

ØFunds for operations and repairs of the association.
ØAssets include all common areas and amenities.  
ØPreserve, enhance, and maintain the value of all 

assets in the corporation through the timely 
maintenance of all  common areas.
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VIOLATIONS

ØRealize that the violation process is necessary.

Ø Enforce the provisions of the documents evenly
and without bias.

ØNever allow violations to become personal.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
Board members have access to a lot of personal 
information relating to homeowners and residents.  

ØPlease be careful of where you store your board 
information at home.  Not to be accessible to 
your family, friends, or neighbors.

ØDo not disclose items discussed in the executive 
meeting in a public setting or with anyone 
outside the board of directors or the 
management company.

12
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FIDUCIARY DUTY 

ØThis means it is the board’s responsibility to 
act in a manner that serves the entire 
community, not just a few homeowners.

ØThe board should always act in the best 
interest of the Association.
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FIDUCIARY DUTY– NRS 
NRS 116.3103 (1) Except as otherwise provided in the 
declaration, the bylaws, this section or other provisions 
of this chapter, the executive board may act in all 
instances on behalf of the association.  
In the performance of their duties, the officers and 
members of the executive board are fiduciaries.  
The members of the executive board are required to 
exercise the ordinary and reasonable care of directors 
of a corporation subject to the business judgment rule.
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BUSINESS JUDGEMENT RULE
The board should always follow the business judgement 
rule and act in good faith.

Directors must rely upon:
Ø Information, vendor or professional presentations.
Ø Opinion and advice of professionals.
Ø Reports, statements and financial data.

Directors will NOT have protection if involved with:
Ø Illegal actions – violations of criminal/civil law.
Ø Non-disclosed conflicts of interest.
Ø Gross negligence – wanton and willful misconduct.

15
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INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS 

We recommend that the board utilize industry 
professionals for their knowledge and 
experience.  Some examples are:
ØYour community manager.
ØReserve study professionals.
ØConstruction professionals.
ØBanking, financial, and risk management 
professionals.

ØLegal professionals - Ombudsman’s Office 
complaints have been dismissed in cases where 
the board has acted on the advice of their attorney.

ØLicensed and insured professionals.
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Mozell Williams
Vice President, Developer Services

SECTION TWO

GOVERNANCE
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HIERARCHY OF THE LAW
• There are many documents involved with a homeowners 

association. Occasionally they don’t seem to agree.
• So, which one do we follow?
• Federal Laws – will always be first to follow.
• State Laws.
• County Laws.
• Municipal Laws.
• NRS 116/NAC – unless stated otherwise.
• Recorded map, plat map, or plan which defines ownership and 

locations.
• Articles of Incorporation – registration of the association with the 

state. Established the corporation.
• Bylaws – define the operation of the association and the 

responsibilities of the board and its members.
• Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&Rs) – Also referred to 

as the declaration .
• Resolutions adopted by the Board – come in last.  Rules and 

regulations are adopted by resolution, so they would fall into this 
category.

*Hierarchy is typically defined in the governing documents 

18
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LAWS 
•All federal laws take priority.  The ones that
come into play most often are:

ØFCC rulings – controlling satellite dishes.
ØFair housing.
ØFair debt – collection laws.
ØDepartment of Energy laws – wind energy, 

solar energy, rolladen shutters, etc.
ØNevada Revised Statute 116 – is the section 

of the state law dedicated to association 
laws. 

ØGovernors Mandate (Covid 19)
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GOVERNING DOCUMENTS 

The term governing documents consists of the 
articles of incorporation, bylaws, plat maps, 
public offering statement, CC&Rs, rules & 

regulations and resolutions. 

Every owner in the community received and 
signed for a set of the association’s governing 

documents at the time of purchase.
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CC&Rs

Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions 
(CC&Rs) – this document is recorded against 
and restricts the deed of each lot within the 
community.

ØIt is the recording of the CC&Rs that brings 
the structure of the association into being.

ØBoard should refer to the CC&Rs when 
making decision.

21
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CC&Rs
Although the whole document should be read, 
these are the important sections for the 
administration of the association:

ØAssessments and the provided collection 
process.
ØMaintenance responsibilities for the 
association and the homeowners.
ØUse restrictions – this is the primary section 
that outlines what a homeowner may or may 
not do on their property.  Architectural review 
would fall under this category also.
ØInsurance 
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ARTICLE OF INCORPORATION

Articles of Incorporation - is a short document 
filed with the Secretary of State as part of the 
incorporation process. 

In many cases the purpose statement will be 
found in the articles.  
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BYLAWS
Bylaws primarily deal with how the corporation 
is to be governed, such as:

ØMembership meeting procedures, 
quorums, when and where meetings may 
be held, etc.

ØBoard of directors specific duties, duration 
of terms, removal from office and 
appointment or replacement of members.

24
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MAPS

•The plat maps of a community display the
following:

ØArea of responsibilities such as common areas.

ØProperty lines.

ØMunicipal amenities – such as fire hydrants.

ØPublic or private streets.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 
•Rules and regulations are created and amended by the 
board to further define and clarify specific existing 
compliance issues within the community.

ØAdopted by resolution of the board and mailed to 
membership.

ØCannot create a new rule that conflicts with the CC&Rs, 
nor can it be more restrictive than the CC&Rs.

Ø In order for a rule and regulation to be enforceable this 
document must be supported by a CC&R section.
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RESERVE STUDY 

NRS 116 mandates that every association is 
to have a reserve study performed by a 
qualified individual, and that the study be 
updated every five (5) years. 

ØThe reserve study should list every major 
component for which the association has 
maintenance responsibility.

Ø The reserve study is helpful during
budgeting and planning.

27
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BUDGETS

ØFiscal year is typically January 1st thru December 
31st.  

ØAnnual budgets should be adopted by October 
each year.

ØAnnual budgets shall be ratified 30 days before 
the end of the fiscal year.  

ØA majority of the owners or any larger vote 
specified in the declaration would have to vote 
against the budget for it not to be ratified. 

ØThe ratified budget is then mailed to the 
homeowners along with portions of the reserve 
study, collection policy, and other required 
documents per NRS.
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Yvette Sauceda
Accounting Director

SECTION 3

FINANCES
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ASSESSMENTS 
•The income of the community relies solely on
assessments the CC&Rs mandate from each lot.
ØThe management company receives the 

assessments and deposits them into the 
association’s bank account.

ØThe association must have an operating and 
reserve account.

ØAssociations can have as many bank accounts 
as necessary or invest excess funds into CD 
accounts.

ØFinancial institution must be NV admitted. 

30
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RESERVE ACCOUNT 
ØThe money in the reserve account can only be 

used to replace the items covered in the 
reserve study.

ØFunds cannot be used for regular maintenance 
or administrative costs of the association.

ØAlthough no clear definition, NRS 116 
mandates that a reserve be “adequately 
funded”.
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FINANCIALS 
•Financials are prepared and sent to the board monthly.
•Things to look for in the financials.

Ø Current statement and reconciliations for all your
bank accounts.

Ø Balance sheet.
Ø Income and expenses for each of your accounts

compared to what you budgeted.
Ø Check register - check numbers should be in

sequence.
Ø Now check the bottom line.  Does the reconciled

balance (the adjusted GL balance) on the
reconciliation match the balance listed for that
account on the balance sheet?
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COLLECTIONS

•The collection process is based on three documents:
ØCC&Rs
ØNRS 116
ØFair Debt Collection Practices Act

If you have detailed questions in reference to the 
collection process, we recommend having your 
collection company attend a board meeting.

33
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COLLECTION POLICY 

The CC&Rs and NRS 116 allow for an assessment 
collection process that includes non-judicial 
foreclosure. 
In order to ensure the uniform collection of 
assessments, the board must adopt a collection 
policy.

Collection policies should be reviewed annually.
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COLLECTION PROCESS 
•The typical collection timeline is:
•An account is determined to be delinquent after sixty (60)
days of non payment (or a specified dollar amount).
Ø A Pre-Intent notice is sent to the owner providing them

with 30 days to respond before further action is taken. 
The homeowner is given a proposed payment plan,
information on how to request a hearing, and a copy of
expected fees.

Ø A demand letter (AKA Intent to Lien) is sent to the owner
at all known addresses giving fifteen (15) days to
respond before further action is taken.

Ø If there is no response of payment or communication 
after the Intent to Lien, the account is turned over to a
collection agency where a Lien is placed on the property 
to publicly insure the debt, should the mortgage holder
foreclose or the owner should sell.
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COLLECTION PROCESS
ØNo response within thirty (30) days leads to a notice of default 

being recorded against the property.
ØIf after ninety (90) days there is still no response or payment, 

the board would be required to sign off on an authorization to 
set sale and a notice of sale is recorded and a sale date is set.

ØThere is a 60 day redemption period after the sale at which 
time the lender or homeowner can redeem the property.

At any time during this process the lender can pay the 9 month 
super priority to secure their interest in the property. Sometimes 
this payment will leave a minimal balance due to the HOA and 
the account will be closed from collections. If there is a large 
balance remaining after this payment it will be up to the board to 
decide if they would like to move forward with foreclosure of the 
sub-priority portion of the lien. 

36
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ONLINE INVOICE APPROVAL 

Online invoice approval demonstration can 
be scheduled upon request by contacting:

education@camconevada.com
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Christine Greengrass, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Vice President, Association Services

SECTION 4

MEETINGS, MAINTENANCE AND COMMITTEES
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TYPE OF MEETINGS
Membership Meetings
ØAnnual/Election
ØSpecial Election
ØBudget ratification
Executive Board Meetings
ØBoard of directors regular meeting
ØBoard of directors executive meeting
ØEmergency meeting

39
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ANNUAL/ELECTION MEETING
Mandated by law to be held once a year with the 
election, in the same month the transition occurred 
from the developer. 
ØBoard can remind the community of the past year’s 

accomplishments and a plan for the upcoming year.
ØRequires a 15 day notice, unless your documents 

state other.
ØAt this meeting homeowners are elected to the 

board.
ØRequires a 30 day notice for nomination forms, to be 

mailed.  Please reference NRS 116.31034.
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BUDGET RATIFICATION
ØThe owners have the opportunity to attend and 

vote on the budget that has been adopted by the 
board.

ØUnless at that meeting a majority of all units’ 
owners, or any larger vote specified in the 
declaration, reject the proposed budget, the 
proposed budget is ratified. 

ØNRS 116.31152
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Regular Session

ØA regularly scheduled meeting, as per your 
governing documents, or per NRS 116, must meet 
every 100 days.
ØRequires a 10 day notice (unless your documents 
state otherwise).
ØMust be audio recorded.
ØAll homeowners are welcome to attend.
ØWhere the board conducts the community’s 
business.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Executive Session
ØA closed meeting for the board to discuss 

violations, delinquencies, homeowner hearings, 
legal matters, and discussions regarding any 
employees of the association or competency of 
the community manager.

ØCannot meet in executive session to enter into, 
renew, modify, or take any other action 
regarding a contract, except between the 
association and an attorney.

ØHomeowners are not allowed to attend unless 
invited to or have requested a hearing.
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EMERGENCY MEETING
Defined in NRS 116.31083(12) – As used in this section, 
“emergency” means any occurrence or combination of occurrences 
that:
(a) Could not have been reasonably foreseen;
(b) Affects the health, welfare and safety of the units’ owners or 

residents of the common-interest community;
(c) Requires the immediate attention of, and possible action by, the 

executive board; and
(d) Makes it impracticable to comply with the provisions of 

subsection 2, 3 or 6 (notice and agenda requirements).
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MEETING RECORDS 
The minutes of a meeting are the official record of the actions of 
the board.
Ø It is important that all board actions are recorded in the 

minutes.
ØThe minutes are a summary of the meeting and not a 

transcription of the recording.
Ø If a board must take action on an item outside of a meeting due 

to an emergency situation, it is important that action is placed 
on the next agenda to be ratified and placed in the minutes.

ØAny opposed votes should be noted in the minutes.
ØHomeowners may read a statement to the board and ask that it 

be filed with the minutes.
Ø In 2009 Nevada law mandated that all open board meetings be 

audio recorded.  
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The day to day work within a community is performed 
by vendors.
ØThe board should define the work needed for your 

community which is the scope of work for the request 
for proposal (RFP).

ØRFP is then sent to several prospective vendors with 
a due date to submit proposals. When reasonably 
possible, three bids will be obtained.

ØProposal is to be returned in a sealed bid and 
opened at an open board meeting.
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MAINTENANCE AND VENDORS
Who should you hire?

ØFully licensed (business licenses and if needed 
contractors license), bonded and insured vendors 
(property damage/liability and workers 
compensation).

ØCheck with the contractors board for status of 
required licenses.

ØRequest for and check with references. 
ØMust disclose to the board and community if you 

personally know a vendor.
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REDUCTION OF LIABILITY
ØWalk the common areas. Look for trip and fall 

hazards, such as roots growing up through the turf in 
the park or concrete buckling.

ØBe aware of low hanging branches, loose fencing, 
BBQs that require maintenance, wobbly pool 
furniture, or any other amenities that could have loose 
bolts or pieces. Playground equipment should be 
professionally inspected. 

ØMake sure that the reports and actions of the board 
are in the minutes which will provide a legal record, 
should proof of the boards repairs ever be required.

48
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ASSOCIATION INSURANCE 
Insurance is a safety net to protect the association from that 
which is out of your control.

Ø Insurance is required per your governing documents and NRS 
116.

ØFiduciary duty requires the board to address risk 
management issues before they become an insurance claim.

ØBusiness judgment rule – if you have detailed questions about 
the specifics of the policy, coverage, claims, etc. those 
questions must be addressed by the insurance agent 
professional.
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ASSOCIATION INSURANCE 

Types of Insurance for the Association to Carry

ØProperty Damage – (Fire/casualty) 
ØLiability 
ØDirectors and Officers
ØCrime/Employee Dishonesty
ØWorkers Compensation
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COMMITTEES

ØCommittees can be the most valuable resource the 
board has.  Some committees are mandated by the 
governing documents, such as the architectural 
committee.

ØCommittee members should be appointed at a 
regular noticed meeting AND a board member is 
recommended to chair the committee.
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TYPES OF COMMITTEES 
ØSocial/Welcome Committee

ØNewsletter 

ØMaintenance

ØLandscaping/ARC 

ØFinance 
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COMMUNICATION
The easiest way to prevent personality problems in 

the community is to communicate with the 
homeowners.  Communication can also bring a 

neighborhood together toward becoming a community.

What may look like apathy in the community by the 
lack of attendance at meetings, could be a disconnect 

in communication methods.
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SUMMARY … WHAT’S MY JOB? 

ØRemain informed of the association’s business. 
This is done by reading information sent by 
management, attending board meetings, and 
reading the minutes of meetings you cannot attend.

ØBoard members are NOT expected to be specialists 
or experts but are responsible for being familiar with 
their association and to seek and obtain expert 
advice when needed.

ØThe job of the board is to be informed, participate in 
the decisions brought before the board.
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QUESTIONS?

This Board Member 101 Training is not all 
inclusive due to the ever changing 
environment of the Industry.  It is however, a 
very good tool to get board members off on 
the right foot.

If you have any questions or need further 
clarification on any of the information listed, 
please email education@camconevada.com
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CAMCO CONTACT
Mailing Address:
PO Box 400518

Las Vegas, NV 89140  

Physical Office Address:
4475 West Teco Avenue Suite 140

Las Vegas, NV 89118
Phone: 702-531-3382

After Hours Emergency: 702-947-1236
Fax: 702-531-3392

General Email: Contactus@camconevada.com
Website: www.camconevada.com
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 WHY CHOOSE CAMCO?MEMBERSHIPS AND AWARDS

If you would like information on a professional solution, contact us
Reno Office

1755 East Plumb Lane Suite 162, Reno, NV 89502
Phone (775) 322-1400  Fax (775) 322-1405

Carson City Office 
704 West Nye Lane, Suite 101, Carson City, NV 89703

Phone (775) 515-4242  Fax (775) 515-4243 

Las Vegas Office
4775 West Teco Ave, Suite 140, Las Vegas, NV 89118

Phone (702) 531-3382  Fax (702) 531-3392
www.camconevada.com
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